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A Great Opportunity For Britain
The enemy increaseth every day;
WE, at the height, are ready to decline.
There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such full sea are now afloat,
And WE must take the current when it serves,
Or loose our ventures.
Shakespeare Julius Caesar.
For the first time in human history, the whole of humanity is both feeling the pain of the
attack by a common invisible enemy and are totally aware of what is happening, because of
the net.
It is a huge opportunity to bring about the change in human consciousness and the way we
manage ourselves on our planet if we are to solve the huge problems humanity now faces
due to climate change, species extinction, biodiversity loss, and the future pandemics that
they will bring, unless we listen to our scientists and act now.
The enemies, created by ourselves, increase day by day. If WE seize the flood tide of
feeling now sweeping Britain we will save the day for humanity and civilisation. If we fail
to act WE will create hell on Earth for our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
To solve any problem, the first step is to accept that We have one. The second step is to
change direction. In the case of a society that has to be a collective thought and that it has to
be signalled loud and clear by the leaders at the top of society.
As we come out of the current crisis there will be those who, out of short term self interest
and greed and with no thought for the future of our children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren will cry out that we must go back to the society that we have just left behind.
There are others, learning from the coronavirus crisis who wish to set out on a voyage to
create a better future for our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Clearly, as
you will see in “A Vision for Britain 2020”, I am with them, observing from the bank.
However, that can never be achieved unless WE have our leaders with us and signalling it
from the highest landmarks in our land. They are the Victoria Tower and Buckingham
Palace and, using our maritime heritage, WE can signal it using two sea signalling flags
spelling out, “WE Have An Emergency and WE Are Changing Course”. The Queen and
Lord Fowler have the sole right to do so.
Societies are all subject to the laws of evolution. They either adapt to suit the world in
which they exist, or they die. Our Home On Our Blue Planet is changing very quickly and
unless our society and the way we manage ourselves change very quickly, WE will be
driven by the prevailing currents into very dangerous waters and Britain is at high risk of
sinking below the waves WE have created.

Whilst the Queen and Lord Fowler have the sole responsibility to raise and strike the two
flags they will need the support of all, if it to happen quickly enough. Most importantly,
they will need the support of those at the top of our society. They are shown in “A Vision
for Britain 2020” and I have written to each inviting them on board. They include Boris,
Keir Starmer, Prince Charles, Sir Lindsay Hoyle, Lord Terry Burns and our member of
parliament, Nigel Huddleston. The letters follow.
You might ask, “What can I do as an individual?” It’s very easy. At the top of our system is
parliament, which is sovereign. All you need to do is to write to your member of parliament
and ask them to take the message to Boris and Keir. I am sure that if WE, working together,
in the new spirit of cooperation, get the message past the “gatekeepers” to Boris and Keir
they will be delighted to take part. The rest will follow. You can also ask your children and
their friends to follow the example of the children of Fladbury School and write to the
Queen. It’s in your hands to save Britain from sinking below the waves and set out on
a voyage to save the day for your children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren and all
humanity. When you succeed WE will all will gold!
Good paddling,

A Light Bulb Moment!!
In early April 2019 I was watching the news on TV which was reporting the visit of Greta
Thunberg to Parliament and her campaign to inspire children throughout the world to
“strike” from school on Fridays. At the same time Extinction Rebellion were holding
protests and Brexit protests were taking place outside Parliament. The picture showed all the
competing flags and banners getting higher and higher and above them the Union Flag on
the Victoria Tower.
I realised that two sea flags WE had used for years on our team bell boat, flown on the top of
Victoria Tower and other landmarks could signal a message of working together on a
common cause, across the world. I also knew that when a flag is taken down it is called
“striking” the flag and that WE could connect people at all levels of society, from our
primary school to our leaders by simply raising and “striking” the two flags in our schools
and landmarks every Friday.” I wrote the poem for the children of Fladbury CoE First
School and children read it in assembly whilst raising and striking the flags.
Thanks to Claire Lording the Vicar of Pershore, the first landmark in the world on which the
flags were raised was Pershore Abbey, on the 5th June 2019, the birthday of George Mason
1st, the great grandfather of George Mason 4th, one of the founders fathers of America.
George Mason 1st was born in Pershore and christened in the Abbey. He fled England at the
end of the Civil War and settled in Virginia. George Mason University, home to one of the
leading climate change communication centres in America. Our message taken to America!
Fladbury Church followed and since then the flags have been raised on Worcester Cathedral,
by Bromsgrove Council, other Worcester Schools, Worcester University and at the Green
Lane Mosque in Birmingham.

A May Day Message to the Queen
“Whenever you see a special cause you must think and think and think. It may be
a problem you have, but it could also lead you to think of something new. So if
you make a mistake never be frightened to admit it. If your friends make a
mistake, don’t blame and bully them; always try and think what good you can
make out of a special cause.”
“Walter’s Festivals Page 37”
I wrote to you on 22nd November 2019 about the latest and greatest of the soft power ideas
that we have been developing in Worcestershire, to bring all the world board and working
together to tackle the climate emergency. I received no reply.
After listening to your Christmas message, which I loved, I wrote to you again on Christmas
Day, enclosing a copy of my original letter. I received no reply. Since then the children of
Fladbury School, who have been at the heart of the development of these ideas since the
very start, wrote to you. They have received no reply.
I realise that it is highly unlikely that you have ever seen the letters because of your
“gatekeepers” but I believe that they have made a mistake. I am sure that if you had seen
the letters you would sent us a message of support, as you did in the past, when you sent me
a letter to read out to the people of Germany on the Main Voyage for Our Home On Our
Blue Planet, from Coburg to Frankfurt, which I read out to the leaders and people of the
twenty one towns we passed through on the voyage.
However, as you will see in my quote from Walter’s Festivals, from mistakes great good can
come and I am thankful now that we did not receive replies. The letters were all written
before the coronavirus crisis hit us, but now the message in those letters will have much
more meaning to all those in your office. Now, I hope that they will listen, realise the
urgency and get the message to you, for you, together with Lord Fowler, are in a wonderful
position to change the course of world history.
The message in those letters is that if we are to solve the climate emergency WE must all
immediately accept that “WE Have An Emergency and that WE Are Changing Course”. It
has been difficult to get the message across about climate change because it is a slow acting
disease like a hidden cancer. The coronavirus crisis has changed everything. For the first
time in human history, across our Blue Planet everyone is “feeling” what is happening and
everyone is aware of it, because of the net.
Suddenly, the coronavirus crisis has shown all that we must listen to our scientists or else we
will face huge economic and social costs as the effects of climate heating hit us. Prince
Charles listened to the scientist forty years ago and has been doing his very best to get the
message across ever since. He knows that, unless WE act now, our children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren will face crisis after crisis throughout their lives as the biosphere
which is “Our Home On Our Blue Planet” is destroyed. He knows that unless WE act now
we will create hell on Earth for all our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In his latest film, David Attenborough says the same, that humanity will itself be part of the
mass extinction now taking place, as WE destroy Our Home On Our Blue Planet. James
Lovelock has warned in his books that all societies are subject to the laws of evolution,
including ours. Unless our society and the way that we manage ourselves fits the rapidly
changing world system that we live in it will die. Martin Rees and most of our scientists
keep warning year after year, but it just get worse and worse, because, as I pointed out in my
quote in my earlier letter to you:
“Humans think in stories rather than facts, numbers or equations, and the
simpler the story, the better.”
Yuval Noah Harari. 21 Lessons for the 21st Century
In enclose the letter that I sent to you on Christmas Day in which I wrote:
“You are at the very top of our society and the best known, most respected and
loved leaders on our beloved planet. Without doubt, you can change the world at
the speed of light, by being the world celebrity and leading lady in a story of
hope that the Commonwealth and the world so desperately needs. You can
change the course of history with one small step.”
That small step is for you to issue a Royal Command that from now on two sea signalling
flags will be flown from Buckingham Palace every Friday, spelling out to all in Britain that
“WE HAVE AN EMERGENCY and WE ARE CHANGING COURSE”.
Because of Diana’s death, all in Britain are aware of the power to change events by flying a
flag over Buckingham Palace. We can now use that shared experience to do some great good
for the world, which will ensure that you are loved by all the world for evermore.
I believe that the moment that you issue your Royal Command, Lord Fowler, who has the
sole responsibility as to what flags fly on Victoria Tower will follow, signalling a message of
hope to the world, just as Big Ben did in WW2. Buckingham Palace and the Victoria Tower
will become the twin towers of a new story of hope for the world, helping Prince Charles to
inspire the Commonwealth and the world on board to tackle the climate emergency at
COP26 in Glasgow next year.
Knowing that at my age, should the coronavirus hit me, I am likely to die, and having spent
twenty six years working on a set of ideas to bring all the world on board the climate change
crisis, made me think what I should leave behind, as my legacy. I decided I would write to
you and all those shown in the “Vision For Britain 2020”.
This is my letter to you and the letters to all others in the picture follows. I write it on May
Day, an SOS for humanity and civilisation knowing that if this letter gets to you, I will have
given you and all in Britain a huge opportunity to save the day for humanity. If you get the
letter and, in the true spirit of the Olympics, “take part” the whole world will win gold!!
I can only hope that your private secretary gives you this letter.
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Lord Fowler
“If ideas are developed in advance then sometimes they are grasped by
people searching for a path in a short term crisis.”
Jean Monnet. Also similar: Milton Friedman
Economics are the method; the object is to change the soul.
Margaret Thatcher. Sunday Times 3rd May 1981
I enclose a collage that I have submitted for the King Lear Prize for art created by Gyles
Brandreth, so called because, in the plagues of his day, Shakespeare wrote King Lear. The
prizes are for those over seventy and I assume that Gyles hopes that these prizes will release
the experience and wisdom of those, like you, I and the Queen, who now face death should
the coronavirus strike us down.
You are shown in the picture, with the Victoria Tower in the background flying two sea
signalling flags, spelling out the message that WE Have An Emergency and WE Are
Changing Course. You have the sole authority to bring that about and, on the Friday that
you do so, will be the day that Britain will signal to the world that WE have a vision of how
to create a new story for humanity as we set out for COP26, in Glasgow next year.
Like you, I was brought up at a time in our history when all were taught to believe that they
had a duty to society and where self interest and greed were frowned on. In 1979, faced
with the threat, as she perceived it, of a communist economic system, Margaret Thatcher,
with the help of Terry Burns, introduced the economic ideology of Milton Friedman. Greed
and self interest were turned into virtues with the object of changing the soul of Britain. For
me, it was against everything that I had been taught and indeed felt, as a child in WW2.
Having lived through forty years going against the flow, I am delighted that Boris, having
had a near death experience fighting off the coronavirus, now seems to see that working
together, cooperation, and serving others are human virtues. Like Saint Paul’s vision on the
road to Damascus, it could well save the day for civilisation and humanity.
Our society, like all the other societies who share our “Home On Our Blue Planet”, face
extinction because of climate change, species extinction, biodiversity loss, pandemics and
other world threats, unless WE change course. All societies are subject to the laws of
evolution and if they do not change to fit the changing system of “Our Home On Our Blue
Planet”, they will wither and eventually died. The coronavirus has given us a warning of
the huge power of nature. It has also shown us that if WE destroy the home that WE live in,
life will still go on without us. Climate change, species extinction and bio-diversity loss are
much larger than the coronavirus threat. WE must change course and you can signal that to
all the world by raising and striking two flags on Victoria Tower every Friday, creating a
new tradition. You could do it this week.
Lord Rees, Lord Deben, many other parliamentarians, our scientists, Prince Charles, David
Attenborough and many more, scream out the warnings to all our political leaders that
unless WE act now WE are set to create hell on Earth for our children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren. All will agree with the Archbishop of Canterbury, who warned in his

Easter message that, learning for the coronavirus crisis, WE must accept that WE have an
emergency and that WE must change course now. The coronavirus has given humanity a
taste of what is to come if we do not change. WE must not go back to the old normal.
Many people, faced with the enormity of the problems that face us, are at a loss what to do.
My answer is in “The Vision for Britain 2020”. Each in the picture has a part to play and if
WE put greed and individual self interest behind us and work together as a team then,
within five years, Britain will have strengthened its true soul and will help to set the world
on a course to building creative, inclusive and sustainable civilisations.
You may think this an Olympian task, but the coronavirus crisis has shown us that when it
comes to survival, just as in WW2, greed and individual self interest are no longer seen as a
virtue. They are now seen as the killers that spread death to all, and the economic idea put
in place by Margaret and Terry to fight off the threats of their day, is no longer fit for
purpose. In the last few weeks a new generation across the world has been through a huge
learning process and what is clear is that the economic ideology brought to our land forty
years ago is no longer needed. WE must change course and you can signal that this Friday.
As I see it, like me and all of our age, faced with possible death if the coronavirus hits us,
you have everything to gain and nothing to lose by taking part. You, Lord Rees, Lord
Deben, Lord Heseltine, Lord Burns and all those over seventy can bring your wisdom in
play to help Boris. You must all realise that this is his Dunkirk, a warning and a retreat, in
which to gather his wits for the many battles ahead as humanity fights for its survival. But
WE will never win that battle unless WE all accept that WE have an emergency and the WE
must change course.
WE must also take heed of Margaret Thatcher’s wisest words, “Economics are the method;
the objective is to change the soul”. The Friedman economic virus spread by Terry tried to
burn our soul but the last few weeks have shown, as always, that cultures lie deep. Despite
forty years and huge amounts of money been spent on trying to change the soul of Britain
with an alien virus, in the coronavirus emergency, Britain has reached deep into its soul,
forsaken greed and self interest, and worked together in a spirit of cooperation. Friedman
economics did not burn the British soul and WE have the opportunity to create a new
healthy economic method, going with the flow of human nature, which will grow our great
British soul for the good of all.
You and Terry, both who served Margaret, and know all about the “Fried Man” virus. You
are now in a wonderful position, working together, to save the day for society and indeed
civilisation. All Terry has to do, like Boris is to see the light and jump on board. The
children are all ready to take part, paddles in hand. All you need to do is to raise and strike
two flags each Friday from now on and they will inspire all the leaders of the world on
board by COP26 in Glasgow next year. I hope that in the true spirit of the Olympics you
will take part with great speed. WE, humanity, will all win gold!
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Boris
“If ideas are developed in advance then sometimes they are grasped by
people searching for a path in a short term crisis.”
Jean Monnet. Also similar: Milton Friedman
Congratulations on the birth of your son. I hope that you are now feeling well and have
fully recovered from the disease given to you by the coronavirus. I am also delighted that
your near death experience and the great help given to by the staff of our National Health
Service seems to have strengthened your words just before you went down that ,“There is
such a thing as society”. I am also delighted that you are now driven to do all that you can
to relieve the sufferings of others. It is music to my ears and to celebrate it WE and I have
adapted a poem which I have submitted for the King Lear Prizes for the over seventies.
Kelly Nye, one of our Fladbury mums, has put it to music, which I attach. It’s entitled "WE
Need Our Leaders With Us”, and it can be personalised for every leader in the world.
Keir Starmer, “Our Keirie” joins you on the same song sheet, sending a message to all our
young people that “Churchill’s beloved mother of parliaments can lead the way for the
world, in changing the way that WE manage ourselves to save your new born baby, all our
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren from the many coronavirus like events that
will plague their lives, unless, out of our current crisis, WE change course.
All it needs is for you to lead the way by flying two sea signalling flags outside Downing
Street, spelling out the message that “WE have an Emergency and WE are Changing
Course”, and to inspire the Queen and Lord Fowler to fly the two flags over
Buckingham Palace and the Victoria Tower, every Friday from now on.
You, and all the prime ministers who follow you, face an Olympian task if Britain is to ride
the many storms, hurricanes, droughts and pandemics that will strike us this century as the
climate changes. A much greater and longer war than that faced by Churchill in WW2. You
have a huge problem, a one that you will only solve by recognising how we got here. For
you and all your young cabinet that is very difficult for, whilst you may have read about it,
none of you “felt” the effects in WW2, neither did you “feel” the effects in the civil war
between government and the unions. It is when we “feel” that we change, as many now are
learning as they feel the “fear” of the coronavirus, and are “sense” the need to change the
way we now live.
As a child I felt WW2, escaping death by a few parts of a second, when a bomb killed five
people a few yards away in Harold MacMillan’s Stockton. As an adult, I was in the midst of
the conflicts in industry and managed to save the day for one company by adopting the
successful model put in place in Germany, by the best of British management, at the end of
WW2. Unfortunately those ideas did not spread quickly enough. Militant unionists came to
the fore and in came Margaret Thatcher. Like Dominic Cummings, despising the Oxbridge
elite managing our country, she turned to London Business School and all things changed.
The Milton Friedman ideas, which they picked up from Harvard Business School, were
sitting on their desks, ready to infect our beloved country.

You were at Eton when Margaret came to power and turned to London Business School,
infected by the “Fried Man” virus, which has at its core the promotion of inequality. You
may not be aware that the super spreaders of the virus were Jim Ball, the president and Terry
Burns, eventually the professor of economics. Terry had converted from being a disciple of
Keynes to a disciple of “Fried Man”.
As a result of the “Fried Man” virus, millions lost their jobs, unions lost their power and
many families in the North and Midlands suffered greatly. They are the ones who recently
“loaned” you their vote in the hope that you would make their lives better. Happily, I
believe that it’s possible to do so and fortunately, “Our Terry” can play a great part in
bringing it about. The tide has now turned and, faced with the threat to our very survival,
you have altered course taking us forward on the spirit of cooperation, sweeping our society.
All “Our Terry” has to do is to help you to inspire Lord Fowler to fly those two flags on the
Victoria Tower, every Friday. He is now the chair of the Lords committee trying to reform
the House of Lords. I have written to “Our Terry” and I enclose the letter.
The House of Lords is on its deathbed and many, like Dominic Cummings, might like to see
its quick demise. Dominic believes, like Jean Monnet and Milton Friedman, that ideas
developed in advance can be used by political leaders at time of crisis. So do I and it is in
that spirit that I would suggest a different approach for, whilst the House of Lords needs to
transform itself, with “Our Terry’s” and “Our Norman’s” help it can become the symbol of
the way that we must transform all our institutions and the way that we manage ourselves to
meet the huge challenges ahead, starting with climate change. It can be Britain’s and the
world landmark that can be used to signal the change of course for humanity.
The House of Commons has overcome over 700 years of tradition to adapt to the problems
created by the coronavirus. In WW2 Big Ben was the symbol of hope for the world. Now
the House of Lords and the Victoria Tower can become a world symbol inspiring all the
world to change course to meet the climate emergency. It can start that transformation by
signalling to the world that ““WE have an Emergency and WE are Changing Course”, every
Friday from now on. A beacon of hope for the world as we voyage towards COP26.
Many years ago I came to Fladbury because of my job. I met two men, “Our Terry” and the
young rector of Fladbury, Michael Goode. One day Michael “knocked on my door” and
asked me to help the young people of the village to keep them out of trouble. He said that
instead of starting a youth club he had thought that if he asked people in the village if they
would each share the love of their interests, by taking two or three youngsters under their
wing, whether that be in sport, music, art or crafts, then we would keep them out of trouble.
My family interest was canoeing and he asked me to help.
As you will appreciate I had a tough job in industry, with industrial relations being what it
was at that time, and I told Michael that whilst I thought it was a great idea, I just didn’t
have the time. He gave me a wonderful reply, saying, “What about your duty to society?
All I am asking you to do is to make two or three canoes for the youngsters and pass on
your love of being on the water!”
I have always seen Michael Goode as a great coach who changed the course of my life when
he reminded me of my duty to society in 1973. Since Terry Burns joined Margaret Thatcher

in 1979 I have always seen him as my competitor in life who took on a coaching philosophy
from “Fried Man”, who, in my opinion, an economic coach history will judge was one of
the worst of all time, because of his unbalanced coaching philosophy, which was the very
opposite taught by the American scientists and engineers who helped to transform the
Japanese economy after WW2. The best of American management practice went to Japan
after WW2, the worst came to Britain. You have said you wish to get Britain’s economy
running again. WE cannot do so on the failed methods of the last forty years. They are
based on the “Fried Man” ideas that society and the state should be shrunk to next to
nothing. If those in your cabinet, who know other way force you down that path, it will be a
disaster for Britain and all on our planet. The man to help you on this is Terry Burns, who I
hope by now has, like you, seen the light! My message to Terry follows. I hope that it will
inspire him to help you and Britain to move to a better future.
I am a coach and I teach all those I coach that they should never hate their competitor, and
they should see their competitor as their best friend, because they provide the pressure for
them to improve. There is a scientific explanation in “Walter’s Festivals” which you can
find on www.mainacademyglobal.org It’s on page 68. I wrote that book in 1994 and you
will see that the last chapter includes a letter to the Mayor of London, at the time we
decided to bid for the Olympics.
I therefore do not hate “Our Terry”, who had, like Margaret had the misfortune to pick a
very bad “coach”. It was a tragedy for both and as we are discovering now the tragedy for
humanity. I see “Our Terry” as a formidable competitor who pushed me for forty years to
think of every way that I could to get a message to the world that what he was spreading
would be disastrous for Britain and that there was a better way forward. I hope that as he
reads this and my letter to him, he will, in the interests of all in Britain become my best
friend and the best friend of all in Britain. All “Our Terry” has to do is to take the first step
in reforming the House of Lords by working with you to inspire Lord Fowler to raise and
strike two flags over the Victoria Tower every Friday from now on.
Forty eight years ago Michael Goode asked me about my duty to “society”. Forty years ago
Terry Burns came to power in Downing Street. After forty years in the wilderness I am now
writing to you with an idea developed over those long and lonely years, paddling against the
flow. If, in the rough waters of our current crisis, you reach out and grasp these ideas you
will set Britain on a new course to save the day for your new born son, your wider family,
humanity and civilisation.
All I am asking you to do is to wave two flags from Downing Street and inspire the Queen
and Lord Fowler to take part. Should you say you have not the time, I will ask, “What
about your duty to both society and civilisation”. If, in the true spirit of the Olympics, you
take part, WE will all be singing Kelly’s song and clapping our hands in the streets with our
leaders.
When you do, you will have achieved much more than your hero Winston Churchill.
WE, humanity will all win a golden future and WE can all sing Kelly’s song from high
on the golden uplands of an ever greater society!
Good Paddling,

A May Day Message to Sir Keir
‘You will have read the preview to Thomas Piketty’s latest book about confronting
our long history of inequality. The new book proclaims that inequality is not
natural and that it can be reshaped through sociopolitical mobilisation, saying
that “Every human society must justify its inequalities; unless reasons for them
are found, the whole political and social edifice stands in danger of collapse.” ’
My letter to Baron Burns
Congratulations on becoming leader of the Labour Party. I wish you and Boris all success
in doing all that you can to reshape the increasingly unequal society that has been created in
the last forty years. For unless both political parties in Britain find the reasons for it, with
the huge problems facing us because of the climate emergency, our whole political and
social edifice will almost certainly collapse in the next few decades. WE are all in the same
boat now, as you will see in “A Vision for Britain 2020” that I have entered for the King
Lear Prize for art.
It may seem an Olympian task, but I believe that WE in Britain are in a wonderful position
to show the whole world the reason for this calamity, change course and, by the narrowest
of margins, save our home on the Blue Planet, so that humans and civilisation continue to
survive and evolve in an ever changing world.
Many of your cabinet are too young to know that WE in Britain forty years ago, were the
body used as an experiment in a simple idea. We were inoculated with the "Fried Man”
virus, named after Milton Friedman, which infected Harvard Business School and was
transmitted to Britain with the setting up of London Business School. It spread around the
West faster than the coronavirus, so that now all feel inequality is a law of nature.
As Thomas Piketty says in his new book, inequality is not natural, it is an invention of
humans. Whilst most who were affected by it and understood what was happening have now
died, I was fortunate to develop antibodies to it and am still alive to tell the tale.
Fortunately, the super spreader of the “Fried Man” virus, my “best friend and greatest
competitor in my life”, Terry Burns, is also alive. Even better, Terry is now in a wonderful
position to reverse the whole process and set Britain and the world on a new course to a
more secure future for our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, as you will see
in my letters to him and Boris. He is now chair of the committee to reform the House of
Lords.
All Terry has to do is to take the first step in reforming the House of Lords is to work with
Boris to inspire Lord Fowler to raise and strike two sea signalling flags over the Victoria
Tower every Friday from now on, spelling out the message that “WE have an Emergency
and WE are Changing Course”. The House of Lords can then lead the way in reforming all
our institutions ready for the many battles ahead against brought about by human made
climate change.

Some time next year we will hold COP26. The world is changed by the stories we create,
tell and live by. The “Fried Man” story spread around the world by the managers trained in
our business school, has failed humanity. By COP 26 WE can have started the creation of a
new world story how WE in Britain recognised that the “Fried Man” virus experiment that
we had been infected with had almost brought Western civilisation, democracy and
humanity to their deaths, when due to the coronavirus, WE at long last recognised that WE
had a medical emergency and decided, to change course to avoid a catastrophe. By the
narrowest of margins WE will have a story for our future generations of how, once more we
saved, the world from a life threatening virus.
The soft power ideas that we have developed in Worcestershire to fight the “Fried Man”
virus, have taken many years to develop but are now to be ready to be used to save the day
for Britain. The two flags and Kelly’s song are the latest. Other’s include the bell boats, the
Paddle for Life, the Main Voyages and Regattas for Our Home On Our Blue Planet.
Many politicians and leaders have helped on the way. Tony Blair was the first world leader
to sign a Paddle for Life. Many of his cabinet followed as have all the following prime
ministers, Gordon Brown, David Cameron and Theresa May. Boris signed when he was
Mayor of London. Jeremy Corbyn, Alex Cunningham, Andy MacDonald, Mike Hill, Ed
Miliband, Andy Burnham, Andy Street and Ben Houchen of Tees Valley have all taken part.
I would be delighted if you would follow in the tradition that they have established and sign
a Paddle for Life as soon as it is possible, after the lock down ends. I would also be
delighted if you would visit us in the Vale of Evesham to take part in a short voyage in the
bell boat, hopefully, named by Terry, the “Spirit of Fladbury and the Corona-Climate
Emergency”, and to launch the idea of a new boating event from Evesham to Westminster.
It will symbolically bring together the mother and father of representative government to
celebrate the rebirth of our democratic system, as we set out to tackle the great challenges of
the century ahead. Simon de Montfort, the father of representative government died in the
Battle of Evesham in 1265, defending the cause. There is a monument to him and I hope
that you will lay a bouquet of flowers to his memory and contribution to civilisation.
In a spirit of cooperation I will also invite Nigel Huddleston our MP and Helen Russell who
stood against Nigel in the last election. Helen is a triathlete and a member of our world
famous Fladbury Paddle Club.
Clearly, with the lock down it may be a while before you are able to sign a Paddle for Life
and visit is in the Vale. In the meantime I hope that you will, in the true spirit of the
Olympics, take part, with the speed of our swiftest athletes, and do all that you can to get
“Our Boris” and “Our Terry’ to inspire Lord Fowler to raise and strike the two flags on
Fridays.
Finally, as a first step and to keep those at the front line inspired, I would very much
appreciate an enthusiastic letter of support.
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Prince Charles
“What an Opportunity for You, Britain and the World”
For the last forty years you have been warning the world of the catastrophe humankind
faces due to climate change, species extinction, biodiversity loss and the increasing risk of
pandemics. You, our scientists, David Attenborough, our wiser politicians and many others
have been crying out that WE must change course and stop destroying our home on the Blue
Planet, if humanity and civilisation are to survive.
The tragedy of the coronavirus crisis has now given the whole world a taste of what will
happen unless WE listen to what our scientists are telling us and that, unless we act soon
enough, the economic and social costs will be enormous. Next year, WE will hold COP26 in
Glasgow when WE have the task of bringing all the leaders of the world on board to tackle
climate change. It may seem an Olympian task but I believe that it can be done. However,
WE will not achieve it unless WE show, in Britain, how WE have changed ourselves and all
our organisations to make them fit to tackle the huge task ahead.
WE need to give a vision to the world, reflecting a new story of how, at a time of great crisis
WE, in Britain, from the very base of our society to the very top, came on board together, to
set out on a voyage to build a creative, inclusive and sustainable civilisation. There is no
problem at all in bringing all those who work at the base on board. The greatest problem is
how to bring those at the very top on board, including those with great positional power.
Having led the way in spelling out the problems, you, above all in Britain, are in a position
to bring all on those at the top on board. You are also in pole position, with the help of Lord
Fowler and your mother, the Queen, to signal that to the whole world, within weeks.
What a huge opportunity you have to save the day for Britain and humanity.
If I were in your position, I could and would achieve it, within days, using “A Vision for
Britain”, which I created in a day - although it took over eighty years in the making! I have
entered it, together with two poems, for the King Lear Prizes, for those over seventy who
are now locked down to escape the coronavirus.
I am not in your position, but if WE work together, socially separated, with you the virtual
president of the bell boat and me as the virtual coach, our shared vision of bringing all the
world leaders on board by COP 26 in Glasgow, next year, can be brought into reality.
As coach, I have already written to the Queen, Lord Fowler, Boris, Keir Starmer and Baron
Burns, Sir Lindsay Hoyle and Nigel Huddleston, but need your help if WE are to inspire
them to take part with the speed the emergency demands, if WE are to bring all the world on
board by CO26.
I think that if you spoke to the Queen, Lord Fowler, Boris, Keir, Lord Terry, Sir Lindsay,
and Nigel Huddlston, they would be delighted to join the team and would be more than
delighted to be part in the creation of our new national story.
The most difficult might seem to be Terry Burns, who, as you will see in my letter to him, I
see as my most formidable competitor in life and, as such, my best friend. I believe that it is

essential that he is in the crew for, in this the great race for Britain’s survival, banking and
finance must play their part if we are to avoid great social conflict.
Terry is key to ensuring that the financial world are on board, sharing the load with the rest
of the crew. The ideas that he embedded in the Treasury served the financial world very
well for forty years. Now, his domain knowledge of the financial world should be used to
serve humanity and civilisation. It should not be too difficult, for many in his world now
realise that it is in their own self interest to create a more equal society, for history tells them
that if they don’t do so it can so easily lead to a revolution against those at the top. Sadly
you and your family might well be involved in such a conflict, as have many monarchies in
the past.
There is great hope that need never happen. My picture and poems show how WE can bring
all the people of Britain together to tackle the great challenges ahead. All include you and
your family for, in my vision for Britain, there is a place for all in the crew, wherever they
were born, whatever their age, race, faith, no faith, or whatever their level of ability. In my
vision for Britain WE use all our heritage, sport, art, craft, history, music and culture to
create a new national story for ourselves on which to build a creative, inclusive and
sustainable society, fit to meet the needs of this century.
With all your advisors you must be well aware of the economic crisis that the world is about
to face. At the moment people are together, as in war, and there is a great positive spirit, but
that can quickly change if people have no jobs and nothing to do. As we learned at the end
of world war two, the elation of victory can turn to despair and anger afterwards, unless
people have some great purpose.
It is a problem that many Olympians have. Focussed on training for their event, they can
make great sacrifices over many years. The joy of winning a medal can quickly turn into a
feeling of despair when they retire and have no purpose. A good coach is ready to provide
them with a new and greater purpose. Millions of people now have a great common
purpose and are making great sacrifices. When it ends the leaders of our nation must be
ready to use that spirit to serve another greater purpose, or else we will face a national
mental breakdown. The job of the Monarch, in our system, is akin to that of coach. As our
future King could I suggest that you become coach to the people and leaders of Britain as
we set out on our shared vision for Britain.
All it needs is for you is to inspire them to to signal loud and clear that WE have a much
greater and long lasting emergency. That WE are not going back to old ways and that WE
are changing course to avoid creating a catastrophe for our children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
All it needs is for you to inspire the Queen and Lord Fowler to start a new tradition by
raising and striking the two sea flags on Buckingham Palace and Victoria Tower, every
Friday from now on. In doing that I believe that you will have the support of all in Britain
When you do it, and it must be done with great urgency, WE will all win gold.
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Sir Lindsay
Thank you for you letter. I appreciate that you are busy and not able at this time to sign a
Paddle for Life, but there is something that you could do, which will only take a few
minutes of your time and will help to connect parliament to our future generations, as we set
out on a voyage to create a new story of hope for Britain.
Since I wrote to you I have entered a collage, “A Vision of Britain” in the King Lear Prizes
competition for the over seventies, organised by Gyles Brandreth, the former member of
parliament for the City of Chester, to keep us out of trouble in the lock down!!
I enclose the picture, together with two poems that I have also entered. The first poem can
be adapted for any leader and it has now been put to music. As soon as I have a song for
you I will let you have a copy.
In “A Vision for Britain 2020” you will see that you are in the crew of of the “Spirit of
Fladbury and the Corona-Climate” together with Boris, Keir, Nigel Huddleston, Prince
Charles, Claire Lording-the Vicar of Pershore and Julie Wilson-the head of Fladbury
School. On the helm is Scottish Mary who loves in Fladbury.
I am writing to all in the picture with a May Day Message showing each how they can take
part in saving the day for Britain and humanity. You will see in the picture Lord Fowler
with the Victoria Tower in the background flying two sea signalling flags spelling out to the
world that “WE HAVE AN EMERGENCY and WE ARE CHANGING COURSE” .
I hope that you will be delighted, for the House of Commons has already passed the Climate
Emergency resolution. I would be delighted if you would give a few minutes of your time
for our future generations to speak to Lord Fowler and give him your full and enthusiastic
support.
With democracy faltering across the world and with the rise of autocracy, the day that Lord
Fowler raises the two flags all the world will know that, far from fading away, parliamentary
democracy is ready to play its full part in the survival of humanity and civilisation. With a
few minutes of your time you can ensure the “Mother of Parliaments” will be alive and
kicking on the world stage in this great battle for humanities survival.
I hope that in the true spirit of the Olympics you will take part with the greatest speed by
speaking to Lord Fowler. WE will all win gold!
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Lord Terry
Like you, I am in the age group that, should the coronavirus attack us WE are likely to die.
I think that before WE depart our home on the Blue Planet, WE should work “together” to
leave a legacy which will give those who follow us a chance of survival. Working
“together” WE can change the course of British and world history within weeks. I enclose
“A Vision for Britain 2020” which shows how to do it.
When I die, I will end my life knowing that I leave a legacy in the form of a bell boat with a
story that can, “with your help”, save our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren
from the many coronavirus like events that will plague their lives, unless, out of our current
crisis, WE change course, before WE die. As chair of the House of Lords committee on
reform, you are in a wonderful position to lead the way for every institution in our land.
To change our ways, what has to happen is that we have to recognise that we have a
problem and make it clear to all that we are changing course. All WE need to do is to
establish a new custom in the House of Lords of raising and striking two sea signalling flags
on the Victoria Tower every Friday from now on. The House of Commons, the Royal
Palaces, public buildings, schools, churches, mosques, scouts, guides, schools and clubs will
soon follow and because, here in Britain, WE have people from every other nation of the
world, through them, the idea will go viral.
WE will give our future generations, on our small and ever shrinking island, now on our
own, a new direction and purpose as the world faces the greatest threat to civilisation due to
climate change. WE will set in place the start of a new story for Britain that will be even
more powerful than the story we have lived on for the last seventy years. Then, at the start
of WW2, despite our story, WE were not alone fighting the greatest threat to civilisation,
WE had the whole of the British Empire with us. Now WE are truly alone.
The coronavirus crisis has given us a small taste of the huge problems that our children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren will have to overcome if they are to survive, as the
climate changes in their lifetime. You may have seen David Attenborough on the Andrew
Marr Show when he warned that this is humanity’s last chance and that WE must get our
leaders to listen. It is the lyrics that WE in Fladbury have now put to music, the latest of a
set of soft power weapons that WE have developed here in the Worcestershire to get our
leaders to listen and search for a better way of managing ourselves. Perhaps through the
universal language of music you and all our British leaders might listen, act, and then help
to take that message to every leader on our Blue Planet.
WE are in an ideal position to do so. Only sixty four years ago, due to our internal conflicts
in Britain, Lord Plowden, and others, searching for better ways to manage ourselves turned
to Harvard Business School and set up London Business School. Jim Ball became the
president and you the professor of economics. Brought in with the very best of intentions I
am sure that Lord Plowden must be turning in his grave at what has happened since, for it
totally changed the whole of management thinking in Britain, promoted inequality and
helped to move humanity towards extinction.

We met at our central management school, when you and Jim Ball, the director of London
Business School, then becoming very influential in Tube Investments, gave directors like
myself a series of talks on strategic thinking. I remember to this day hearing you suggest to
us that Britain needed to get out of our older manufacturing industries, weaken the power of
the unions, move the economy to service industries which were easier to control and above
all expand our financial sector.
I also vividly remember you saying that we in Britain needed to create a more unequal
society, that we, as managers, were not paid enough, and we should press for managers
salaries to be raised to those of the United States. I had already learned from my mentor,
John Main, one of the first to attend London Business School of how it could be done by
simply tying in managers bonuses to shareholder value to ensure that they saw it as their
main purpose in life. Listening to you and Jim Ball it was like listening to management
union representatives trying to recruit members. I spoke to you about it over a beer at the
end of your lecture, for I thought your ideas would bring disaster to Britain in the long term.
It’s been a long experiment and led us on a path to destroy Our Home On Our Blue Planet.
What you were suggesting was against everything that I believed in and we had just done at
the company where I was the director for industrial relations, where we had moved towards
a German system of management. Indeed, because of our success, I had spoken about it at
the largest management conference in Britain, one of the highlights of my time in
management at that stage. Listening to you and Jim was like an athlete, having just won an
Olympic gold medal, being told that all the effort and success was worthless.
At the time, I thought you were simply young mad academics, but when Margaret Thatcher
became prime minister and you became the Permanent Secretary to the Treasury your
dreams came true. People like myself, who believed in working together, became truly
redundant. You and Jim Ball became the super spreaders of the dangerous virus that has led
to huge inequality in Britain, which has infected the whole of our country and has made
inequality seem normal to all. Soon, unless we change course, it will grow worse.
I do not blame you or Jim for it. You were both young men who picked up on an idea, just
as many young men do who become extreme religious fanatics. Unfortunately there were no
wise voices around to warn you of the consequences, and you benefited greatly financially
from the “Fried Man” virus. Milton Friedman has a very appropriate name!
Always an optimist, I now see hope, for, your success within that now fading disease, led
you to the heights of the financial world and to your position in the House of Lords, from
where you can signal to all in Britain and all in the financial world that you have found a
vaccine to the “Fried Man” virus that you spread throughout our beloved land. A solution to
the great problem we have in the way we are managing ourselves, that you can share with
the whole of Britain, the whole of the financial world, and which will bring about the huge
change we need if we are to save our home on the Blue Planet. All you need to do is to
inspire Lord Fowler to raise those two flags on Victoria Tower every Friday, so that all our
leaders and all the leaders of the City of London are made aware that “WE have an
Emergency and WE are Changing Course” and that you know the direction to go in.

I also see hope in what you, Jim Ball, London and Harvard Business School managed to
achieve. Against centuries of the founders of all faiths teaching that greed was a sin and that
we all had a duty to others, in just forty years, by teaching young managers that greed was a
virtue and infecting a mass of future world leaders with the “Fried Man” virus, you changed
the consciousness of almost all humanity. But not quite!
Cultures lie deep and the coronavirus crisis has shown once more that, faced with survival
against a common enemy, the vast majority of humans forget all about self interest and
greed, and cooperate for the common good of all. Forty years of your work is now being
challenged because of an invisible enemy that has struck the human race. It is true that a
few, like “Dear Donald” carry on along that path, representing, like Harvard Business
School, the very worst of American management practice and culture, but most Americans,
like most humans do not. With my American friends I continue to get our ideas to “Our
Donald” in the hope that he will see the light and end his life by listening and thinking of
the legacy he could leave for his children and grandchildren. By accepting that for their
future he can change course and inspire all America to do so by simply flying two flags over
the White House. That way his family might live and he can leave this life with some
respect..
Humans are, by nature, the most cooperative of all creatures. It is why WE have managed
to build our civilisations and now dominate our Blue Planet. It is our greatest strength and,
given the right leadership, is why WE can, working together, save Our Home on the Blue
Planet for our future generations. Building on our greatest strength WE can, in less than the
ten years recover our health and recover the health of our home on the Blue Planet, so that
our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren will have a better future. All WE have
to do is to build on the new spirit of cooperation that now sweeps our land.
WE need to quickly change the way that we train our future leaders. It happened in
Germany after WW2, when the best of British industrialists and trade unionists helped to set
up the system of management in industry, with worker representatives on the supervisory
boards, so that owners had to share power. It happened in Japan after WW2 when the best
of American management practice was given to their former enemies by American
engineers and scientists. In WW2 we worked together to save the day for civilisation. After
WW2 the people of Germany and Japan, helped by the best of Britain and America
management practice, worked together and won the peace. The common message, in both
war and peace was the using humanity’s greatest strength, “COOPERATION”.
You will remember that I met one of those great Americans, Dr Deming, because of an
article I wrote connecting the need to understand variation in both human and
manufacturing systems to achieve world class performance. I was asked by one of his
friends to help to get his message, about working together, to the people of America. As a
man who had always “paddled my own canoe”, I realised that I needed a team boat to get
the message across, so I designed and made one. I called the team boat a bell boat so that
children would ask me why! Then I could explain to them that understanding variation in
any system was the most important thing that I had ever learned in my life. Perhaps you
might like to read the story. You can see it on www.mainacademyglobal.org…scroll down

to “Walter’s Festivals”. I was later asked to use the bell boat to get a message about climate
change to America, which I did, connecting human, manufacturing and Earth systems.
If WE are to build a creative, inclusive and sustainable civilisation we need to train our
future leaders in all walks of life in a very different way. At the top we have examine the
role of the business schools. Dr Deming once said that the greatest gift America could give
to the world would be to close down Harvard Business School and that might well be the
solution for all business schools. Another approach is to train their “novice priests”, as all
the other religions do, to serve society, not themselves and the god of money. A few years
ago, I suggested to Adrian Cadbury, then Chancellor of Aston, that Aston should lead the
way, scrap the MBA and create a Master in Service Leadership, with a very different
training system than Harvard’s case study method, which teaches our future managers that
they can manage any organisation, without having any domain knowledge or any care for it.
You will have read the preview to Thomas Piketty’s latest book about confronting our long
history of inequality. It puts right the impression, given in his first book, of suggesting that
inequality is part of the very nature of capitalism. Instead, the new book proclaims that
inequality is not natural and that it can be reshaped through sociopolitical
mobilisation, saying that “Every human society must justify its inequalities; unless
reasons for them are found, the whole political and social edifice stands in danger of
collapse.” It is a timely warning, for we now face a huge economic and social crisis after
the coronavirus battle and face even greater economic and socials crises due to the climate
emergency. Without a rapid change in the way WE manage ourselves, our children and all
who follow, face a very bleak future. You can change all of that by one simple act of
inspiring Lord Fowler to raise the two flags on the Victoria Tower every Friday from now on
so the “WE NEVER FORGET” what is happening now and commit ourselves to change
course. What an opportunity for you to create a legacy for all our future generations.
I have mentioned what needs to be done at the top of our management training. WE either
close the business schools or transform them to service leadership training schools. WE do
it with our armed forces who are trained to give their lives for society. It is happening now
with nurses and doctors and those in the health and care sectors, giving their lives so that we
might live. It is utter madness that we actually train managers in business schools that their
sole purpose is to collude with shareholders to grab as much for themselves as they can,
with little regard for employees, customers, suppliers and the environment. Business can
have a great moral purpose serving society in its many ways but only if we train the
managers in a very different way.
At the base of society it’s very easy. I have never been into a primary school yet where
children are taught to be greedy and selfish. Today, I have just watched Bear Grylls talking
about the scouting ethic of serving others. It is the same with guides and many
organisations. People give their time and their lives without thinking of financial gain to
serve others. I have never yet met any athlete, musician or artist who starts off thinking of
the financial gain. All start of loving what they are doing and that love drives them on to
develop their talent. It may be that some do well and because of an external market make
money but it is not their motivation. As we are seeing at the moment, service to others in
society is a massive force and tragically so often in the last forty years, despised by the

followers of the philosophy of individual greed and self interest. It gives me great hope
seeing that great spirit is now rising from the ashes of a society, after almost being crushed
by the disciples of “Fried Man”. All it needs is for you, one of the super spreaders of that
disease, and reaching great heights because of it, can now play a huge part in setting
humanity on a new course.
In 1993 I asked your friend and my MP, Michael Spicer, to name and launch one of the bell
boats at Evesham, close to the monument to Simon de Montfort, the father of parliamentary
democracy. I named it the “Spirit of Evesham and Cooperation”. I often talked to him and
although we had very different views we got on fine. I had the children of Fladbury primary
school all ready to go when Michael turned up. He looked at the name and said to me,
“David, I have a problem. I am an economist and I believe that the economic growth is
the most important thing in life. I also believe that the economy is driven by individual
self interest and greed not by cooperation!!”
Despite that, Michael, being a good MP, named the boat and took part in a short voyage
with the children to Fladbury. Later, together with Adrian Cadbury he took part in the very
first race in the first ever “Main Regatta for Our Home On The Blue Planet” at Evesham.
Now, each year six hundred children of all levels of ability take part at Evesham and we
have ten regattas in Worcestershire in which nearly five thousand children take part.
Learning from that experience I would be delighted if you would visit Fladbury to name
and launch the latest bell boat and ideas associated with it, and join us an a voyage in the
other direction, from Fladbury to Evesham. The bell boat will be called the “Spirit of
Fladbury and the Corina-Climate Emergency”. On the sterns, symbolically steering the
boat, we will have the “Spirit Cooperation” and the “Spirit of Service”.
Life is a bell curve. Variation is the law of life. WE would not evolve without it. In life
there will always be “givers" and “takers”. Forty years ago, because of the teaching of
London Business School, we handed the leadership of Britain to the “takers” at the extreme
end of a normal distribution. Today, in the battle against coronavirus, nature has brought the
“givers” to the fore giving us a last chance to rebalance our rediscovered “Society".
If our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren are to live anything like our lifespan
WE must change course now and hold it for the marathon race for humanity’s survival.
You and Lord Fowler can signal that from the greatest landmark in our beloved country. I
hope that, in the true spirit of the Olympics, you will take part with the greatest speed by
inspiring Lord Fowler to raise the flags and then to visit us in Fladbury, at the start of the
Main Voyage for Our Home on the Blue Planet. WE, humanity, will all win gold!
Good paddling,

A May Day Message to Our Nigel
“The way in which it encompasses education, craftwork, environmental
awareness, recreation and co-operation is remarkable”
Jean Corston then MP Bristol. Millennium proposal 1997

Economics are the method; the object is to change the soul.
Margaret Thatcher. Sunday Times 3rd May 1981
As you know, for the last thirty years, here in your constituency, we have been developing a
set of soft power ideas to give a common purpose to all the people of Britain, using sport,
art, our histories, culture and now music. It has been a marathon task going against the
flow of a Britain being conditioned for the last forty years, to believe that that it must
encourage individual self interest and greed in the interests of economic growth.
Suddenly that has changed because of the coronavirus crisis, as the people of Britain, faced
with a huge common problem have found a new common purpose, not seen or felt since
WW2. A spirit of cooperation is sweeping through our land and, even before his near death
experience, Boris said that “there is such a thing as society".
Boris now has a huge problem. Before the coronavirus hit him he had already started to
feel that “their is such a thing as society”. After his lead death experience that switch
against the Thatcher values seems to be strengthening by the day. Boris and the people of
Britain, faced with a common enemy, are going through a great emotional experience which
is driving them together, but which is against every belief and feelings of most of his
cabinet. It’s not their fault, they have all been brought up, since they were children , to
believe that it is better for all if the greedy and selfish are given more and more, whilst those
with the least should have more taken off them, to make them work harder. They see and
believe that the only thing that motivates people is money. Now, they see people on the
lowest wages so highly motivated that they are prepared to sacrifice their lives for others.
As far as I can see, no member of Boris’s cabinet, because they are not old enough, have
any experience of the mood in wartime Britain, when the greedy and self interested were
despised and indeed sent to prison. That idea, imported from America and spread through
our land by London Business School leaders, only took hold when Terry Burns was
appointed to the Treasury by Margaret Thatcher, the hero of most of Boris’s current cabinet,
who might have read about the events but none of them felt the effects.
Suddenly they are all faced with a situation which non have ever had experience of dealing
with. Neither have they any experience of what happened after WW2, when those who had
been working together on a clear common purpose and who had been made great sacrifices
to save the day for Britain on the battlefields and on the home front, returned to “normal”
life. After attempts to work together in peace, which failed, it led eventually to the civil war
under Margaret Thatcher, which left deep scars in our society. Britain has been searching
for her soul ever since and Boris now has a huge opportunity to do so. He can learn from
both his hero Churchill and Margaret Thatcher.

Eighty year ago on 13th May 1940, Churchill made his famous “blood, toil, tears and seat
speech” in which he said “You ask what is our policy? I can say it is to wage war , by sea,
land and air, with all our might and with all the strength that God can give us; to wage war
against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue of human
crime. That is our policy.”
The corona virus has given us all a taste of the much greater threats now facing the whole of
humanity. Hitler might well have conquered us if Churchill had not stood firm, but we
would still have existed. What faces Britain and the human race now is the threat of
extinction. If Boris learns from Churchill he will loudly and cheerfully, as only he can
clearly out our purpose, which stares us in the face. It is to bring all the world on board and
working together to fight the huge threats of climate change, species extinction, biodiversity
loss and future pandemics caused by all three. Hitler pales in comparison to what Boris,
Keir Starmer and all our future leaders face.
In 1981, fighting her civil war, Margaret told the Sunday Times, “Economics are the
method; the object is to change the soul”. As we face the greatest threat to our existence
perhaps it is the greatest comment Margaret ever made. The true soul of Britain, that saw us
through WW2 has now risen from the ashes of the “Fried Man” economic ideas used by
Margaret to crush the souls of the people of the North and Midlands, who have recently
loaned their votes to Boris.
The early signs are that Boris, particularly after his near death experience, will wish to
nurture that great British soul and see it grow and prosper to take on the great challenges
ahead but, most of the people in his cabinet, brought up from birth to believe in the exact
opposite creed, will be deeply confused and wondering what to do. Some, having sensed
what is happening now, will, like Boris be converted to a new cause, but others, deeply
infected with the “Fried Man” disease, will be unable to adapt and will set out to crush Boris
and all he now stands for. They will both wish to crush Boris and the true soul of the British
people, in their own self interest and greed.
We can’t blame them, just as we can’t blame all those who caught the coronavirus and we
must do all that we can to help them recover from their disease. It is in all our interests to
do so. For, whilst the disease lurks in our society, those carrying it it will have the chance of
spreading the “Fried Man” virus to others and creating a second wave, a third and fourth
wave, which will drown us all in debt and sink Britain. It will lose us the huge opportunity
that lies before Britain to set the world on a new course.
Whilst Margaret used economics to crush the soul of Britain to bring people into line, Boris
is in a very different position. The British soul is glowing and now needs a new economics
to help it grow and shine a bright light for the world to see. That economics should be
defined by a “national new purpose”.
“You may ask what is our purpose? I say it should be to wage war , by sea, land and air,
with all our might and with all the strength that God can give us; to wage war against the
monstrous man made tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable catalogue of human
existence- man made climate change, man species extinction and man biodiversity loss.
That is our purpose.”

“You may ask what is our aim? I say it should be to inspire America, China, and every
nation within Our Home On Our Blue Planet” to join us in our great purpose and to create a
story for all our future generations of how WE, by working together, won the greatest of all
wars in the history of humanity and civilisation”.
I am sure that Boris in his Churchillian manner, can improve on these words but if he is to
succeed he has to clearly shout out that destroying “Our Home on the Blue Planet” by ever
greater consumption, fuelled by the self interest and greed, can no longer be the economic
method. WE have to find another way and I believe that we can find it and express it
through education, craftwork, environmental awareness, recreation and co-operation which
Jean Corston, now Baroness Corston of Bristol found so remarkable when we asked her for
support for the ideas that we put forward to the Millennium Commission in 1997.
At that time the Commission had asked for ideas to bring the people together. WE
submitted a case, based on the ideas that we have developed, in what is now your
constituency. We had the backing of 150 members of parliament, the British Olympic
Association, British Canoeing, the British Dragon Boat Association and many other
leaders. It would have given millions of people throughout Britain a chance to take part at
the local level, looking outwards to the world, sharing with all, a new shared common
purpose. Some members of parliament said that it was probably the most imaginative
submission the Millennium Commission would receive.
We did not succeed in obtaining funding, instead the Commission gave nearly a billion
pounds to London for the Dome, an empty shell, and then asked for ideas to fill it. People at
the top tend to like large expensive vanity projects! However, we carried on and the ideas,
now further developed, tried and tested over many years, are ready to be used for Britain in
our hour of need and, by great good fortune, you now are an Under Secretary of State in the
department of Sport, Heritage, Culture, Media and Digital.
You are sitting on an idea, within your constituency, that can build on the spirit of
cooperation now sweeping through Britain, an idea that can give Britain a new purpose, an
idea that can involve every person in our land, an idea from which we can build a new
economy, an idea that we can share with the world at COP 26, an idea that might shake the
minds of all those around Boris who try and crush him. You have an enormous opportunity
and all it takes is for you to have the courage to take the ideas to Boris.
I am sure that if you get the message to Boris he will be delighted to take part, wave two
flags outside Downing Street and then inspire the Queen to raise and strike the two flags,
over Buckingham Palace every Friday spelling out to all in Britain and the world that “WE
Have An Emergency and WE Are Changing Course”. The rest will follow.
The idea will sweep round Britain faster than the coronavirus. WE will have used our
heritage to create a new story for ourselves, the Commonwealth and the world. By COP26,
thanks to the children and people of Worcestershire WE will all win gold. Over to you!
Good paddling,

Into Song!
On 4th of April 2020, in the midst of the coronavirus crisis, Kelly Nye, the mother of
two of our young Fladbury paddlers created music for the poems, the first composer
in the world to do so. It was inspirational and it made me think!
I realised that other musicians of all genres of music and from all over the world
could join in and WE could, together, help to spread the message around the world.
WE have tried for twenty six years to find a way of bringing the leaders of the world
on board and pulling together to tackle the climate change problem through sport, art,
heritage and culture then the microscopic coronavirus, made me turn to music.
Whilst the coronavirus was not caused by climate change it gives us a warning of the
need for the world to “cooperate” if WE are to survive the many world problems that
will arise in the years to come, due to global heating. WE and especially our leaders
must learn to listen to our scientists if humanity is to survive!
I hope wherever you live in the world you will adapt the song for your leaders with
genre of music you love. WE could do something that has until now proved
impossible to do. By COP26, now postponed until 2021, WE could bring all the
leaders of the world on board singing from the same song sheet!

